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Abstract—Combining image segmentation based on statis-
tical classification with a geometric prior has been shown to
significantly increase robustness and reproducibility. Using
a probabilistic geometric model of sought structures and im-
age registration serves both initialization of probability den-
sity functions and definition of spatial constraints. A strong
spatial prior, however, prevents segmentation of structures
that are not part of the model. In practical applications, we
encounter either the presentation of new objects that can-
not be modelled with a spatial prior or regional intensity
changes of existing structures.

Our driving application is the segmentation of brain tis-
sue and tumors from three-dimensional magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI). We aim at both obtaining a high-quality
segmentation of healthy tissue and a precise delineation of
tumor boundaries. We present an extension to an exist-
ing expectation maximization segmentation (EM) algorithm
that modifies a probabilistic brain atlas with individual sub-
ject’s information about tumor location. This information
is obtained from subtraction of post- and pre-contrast MRI
and calculation of a posterior probability map for tumor.
The new method handles both phenomena, space-occupying
mass tumors and infiltrating changes like edema. Prelimi-
nary results on five cases presenting tumor types with very
different characteristics demonstrate the potential of the
new technique for clinical routine use for planning and mon-
itoring in neurosurgery, radiation oncology, and radiology.

I. Introduction

Segmentation of medical images, as opposed to natural
scenes, has the significant advantage that structural and
intensity characteristics are well known up to a natural
biological variability or the presence of pathology. Most
common is pixel- or voxel-based statistical classification us-
ing multiparameter images [1], [2]. These methods rely on
the properties of single voxels and do not consider global
shape and boundary information. Applied to brain tumor
segmentation, classification approaches have met with only
limited success [3], [4] due to overlapping intensity distri-
butions of healthy tissue, tumor, and surrounding edema.
Often, lesions or tumors were considered as outliers of a
mixture Gaussian model for the global intensity distribu-
tion, [5], [6], [7], assuming that lesion voxels are distinctly
different from normal tissue characteristics.

Warfield et al. [8], [9] combined elastic atlas registration
with statistical classification. Elastic registration of a brain
atlas helped to mask the brain from surrounding struc-
tures. A further step uses “distance from brain boundary”
as an additional feature to improve separation of clusters
in multi-dimensional feature space. Initialization of proba-

bility density functions still requires a supervised selection
of training regions. The core idea, namely to augment sta-
tistical classification with spatial information to account
for the overlap of distributions in intensity feature space,
is part of the new method presented in this paper.

Leemput et al. [10], [11] developed fully automatic seg-
mentation of MR head images by statistical classification
using an atlas prior both for initialization of probabil-
ity density functions and also for geometric constraints,
solved as an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm.
The method has been shown to be very robust and highly
reproducible for normal brain images, but fails in the pres-
ence of large pathology. A most recent extension detects
brain lesions as outliers [12] and was successfully applied
for detection of multiple sclerosis lesions. Brain tumors,
however, can’t be simply modelled as intensity outliers due
to overlapping intensities with normal tissue and/or signif-
icant size.

We propose a fully automatic method for segmenting
MR images presenting tumor and edema, both mass-effect
and infiltrating structures. This method builds on the pre-
viously published work done by [10], [11]. Additionally,
tumor and edema classes are added to the segmentation.
The spatial atlas that is used as a prior in the classifi-
cation is modified to include prior probabilities for tumor
and edema. As with the work done by other groups, we
focus on a subset of tumors to make the problem tractable.
Our method provides a full classification of brain tissue into
white matter, grey matter, cerebrospinal fluid (csf), tumor,
and edema. Because the method is fully automatic, it is
fully reproducible.

II. Expectation Maximization segmentation

An algorithm for fully automatic segmentation of normal
brain tissue using an Expectation Maximization (EM) al-
gorithm has been previously developed by [10], [11]. This
algorithm estimates both the probability distributions of
the tissue classes (gray matter, white matter, and csf), and
the intensity inhomogeneity or bias field.

Each tissue class is modelled by a normal distribution.
The bias field, which is known to be multiplicative, is made
to be additive by computing the logarithmic transforma-
tion on the intensities. The bias is modelled by a polyno-
mial

∑
k Ckφk(x). The probability that a voxel with value
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Fig. 1. SPM atlas providing spatial probabilities. From left to right:
white matter, gray matter, csf, template T1 image for registration.

yi belongs to class j is then

p(yi|Γi = j, θj , C) = Gσj (yi − µi −
∑
k

Ckφk(xi)), (1)

where Γi is the tissue class of the voxel at position i, θj =
µj , σj is the distribution parameters for class j, and C = Ck
is the bias field parameters.

The Expectation Maximization segmentation (EMS) al-
gorithm interleaves probability distribution estimation for
each tissue class, classification, and bias field correction us-
ing the classic EM approach. The probability distributions
are initialized using the digital brain atlas. The algorithm
then iteratively
1. classifies the MR data using the current probability dis-
tribution and bias field estimates,
2. updates the bias field estimate using the classification,
3. re-estimates the probability distributions from the bias
corrected data
until the probability distributions converge. The equation
for the classification step is

p(Γi = j|yi, θ) =
p(yi|Γi = j, θj)p(Γi = j)∑
k p(yi|Γi = k, θk)p(Γi = k)

(2)

The expressions for the parameters µj and σj are

µj =
∑
i p(Γi = j|yi, θ, C)(yi −

∑
k Ckφk(xi))∑

i p(Γi = j|yi, θ, C)
(3)

and

σ2
j =

∑
i p(Γi = j|yi, θ, C)(yi − µj −

∑
k Ckφk(xi))2∑

i p(Γi = j|yi, θ, C)
(4)

The bias field estimation uses the intermediate classifica-
tion and Gaussian distribution estimates. A prediction of
the signal without bias is constructed from the current clas-
sification and distribution estimates, and subtracted from
the original signal. A weight is assigned each voxel in the
residue image inversely proportional to a weighted vari-
ance. The bias field is then estimated as a weighted least-
squares fit from the residue image.

The EMS algorithm uses a spatial atlas from the Statis-
tical Parametric Mapping (SPM) package for initialization
and classification. The SPM atlas contains spatial prob-
ability information for brain tissues. It was created by
averaging hand segmentations of normal patients that had
been registered by an affine transformation (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2. Registered dataset showing a malignant glioma. From left
to right: T1 post-contrast, T1 pre-contrast, T2. The tumor (mostly)
enhances with contrast agent in the post-contrast image. Also note
the edema surrounding the tumor.

This spatial atlas is used to initialize the distribution
estimates before the first EM iteration. The atlas is reg-
istered to the patient data, with an affine transformation,
providing spatial prior probabilities for the tissue classes.
The distribution estimates are then calculated based on
the atlas probabilities. This allows the algorithm to be
fully automatic.

The atlas is also used as the prior probability p(Γi = j)
during the classification step (Equation 2). For normal
brains, this makes the algorithm more robust to noise and
intensity inhomogeneity.

III. Tumor characteristics

It is important to understand the characteristics of tu-
mors before attempting to develop an algorithm for tumor
segmentation from MR images. Some of the general char-
acteristics of brain tumors are that they
• vary greatly in size and position,
• vary greatly in the way they show up in MRI,
• may have overlapping intensities with normal tissue,
• may be space occupying (new tissue that moves normal
structure) or infiltrating (changing properties of existing
tissue),
• may enhance fully, partially, or not at all, with contrast
agent,
• may be accompanied by surrounding edema.

When a dataset contains a tumor (see Fig. 2), several
problems are immediately apparent with the EMS algo-
rithm described in section II.

First, the atlas used does not contain a spatial prior for
tumor tissue. The atlas is a normal brain atlas, and cannot
be used directly in the presence of pathology. When the
atlas is used as a spatial prior for tissue classification, all
brain tissue must be classified as either white matter, gray
matter, or csf. The results of using the normal brain atlas
on the dataset in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3. The tumor tis-
sue is classified as one of the available tissue types, mostly
csf in this case.

Second, tumors are often accompanied by edema, which
is a swelling of normal tissue surrounding the tumor, and
which changes the tissue properties in that area. The
amount and regional extent of edema that accompanies
a tumor is variable. Edema or infiltrating phenomena in
general are also not explained by the SPM atlas.
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Fig. 3. Segmented dataset using normal brain atlas, with T1 post-
contrast image for reference. Blue = white matter, green = grey
matter, yellow = csf.

IV. Assumptions used for EMS extension

As one would expect, making certain assumptions and
using prior information can help greatly in the problem
of segmenting brain tumors. We make some important
simplifying assumptions for our segmentation framework.

Tumor characteristics: We assume that tumors are
ring-enhancing or fully enhancing with contrast agent. The
major tumor classes that fall in this category, and hence
are the tumor types that we have focused on, are menin-
giomas and malignant gliomas. The basic characteristics of
meningiomas are a) smooth boundaries b) normally space
occupying and c) smoothly and fully enhancing with con-
trast agent. The basic characteristics of malignant gliomas
are a) ragged boundaries, b) initially only in white matter,
possibly later spreading outside white matter, c) margins
enhance with contrast agent, inside doesn’t, d) accompa-
nied by edema, and e) infiltrating at first, possibly becom-
ing space occupying when larger.

MR sequences: We assume that all datasets analyzed
include a T1 pre-contrast image, a T1 post-contrast image
(both with 1x1x1.5mm3 voxel dimensions), and a T2 image
(1x1x3mm3 voxel dimensions) (Fig. 2). This inter-slice
spacing is the standard protocol at the hospitals where our
datasets were acquired. All of our data are acquired on
Siemens 1.5T and Siemens 3T MRI scanners.

V. Extension of the EMS algorithm

Tumor class: In addition to the three tissue classes as-
sumed in the EMS segmentation (white matter, grey mat-
ter, csf), we add a new class for tumor tissue. Whereas the
(spatial) prior probabilities for the normal tissue classes
are defined by the atlas, the spatial tumor prior, p(Γi = j),
is calculated from the T1 pre- and post-contrast difference
image. The histogram of the difference image shows a peak
around 0, corresponding to noise and subtle misregistra-
tion, and some positive response corresponding to gadolin-
ium enhancement. We calculate a mixture model fit of two
continuous distributions (Gaussian and Gamma functions)
to fit the difference image histogram. The posterior prob-
ability of the gadolinium enhancement distribution is then
used to map the difference image to a prior probability im-
age for tumor. We also maintain a low base probability
(0.05) for the tumor class across the whole brain region

Fig. 4. Two segmented datasets containing malignant glioma (top)
and meningioma (bottom), with T1 post-contrast images for refer-
ence. Blue = white matter, green = grey matter, yellow = csf, orange
= edema, red = tumor.

to account for tumor tissue that does not enhance with
contrast.

The normal tissue priors are scaled appropriately to al-
low for this new tumor prior, so that the probabilities still
sum to 1. This forces tissue that enhances with gadolinium
to be included in the tumor class, and prevents enhancing
tissue from cluttering the normal tissue classes.

The gadolinium enhanced T1 image is not used as a
channel for classification but only provides a spatial prior
through the difference image. Thus, it controls the initial-
ization of the multivariate probability density function for
tumor. This strategy is reasonable because the gadolinium
enhanced channel does not provide any extra information
except what the difference image provides.

Edema class: We also add a separate class for edema.
We have found that edema, when present, is most evident
in white matter. We create an edema class prior that is a
fraction of the white matter prior probability. The other
priors are scaled to allow for the edema prior, just as for
the tumor prior. During initialization, we calculate the
estimate for edema using the modified atlas prior, just as
for the other classes, but then we modify the mean value
for edema to be between white matter and csf, which is how
edema appears in T1 and T2 weighted images (see Fig. 2).

VI. Results

We have applied our tumor segmentation framework to
five different datasets, including a wide range of tumor
types and sizes. All datasets were registered to the SPM
atlas using mutual information registration as described by
[13]. Fig. 4 shows results for two datasets.
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Fig. 5. Spatial prior for the dataset in Fig. 2, created from the SPM atlas and the T1 pre- and post-gad difference image. From left to right:
white matter, grey matter, csf, tumor, edema.

Fig. 6. Three-dimensional rendering of segmented tumor (yellow),
white matter tissue (red) and surrounding cortical gray matter (light
gray).

Fig. 5 shows the resulting atlas used for classification of
the dataset in Fig. 2 with the additional tumor and edema
channels.

VII. Conclusions

We have developed a model-based segmentation method
for segmenting head MR image datasets with tumors and
infiltrating edema. This is achieved by extending the
spatial prior of a statistical normal human brain atlas
with individual information derived from the patient’s
dataset. Thus, we combine the statistical geometric prior
with image-specific information for both geometry of newly
appearing objects, and probability density functions for
healthy tissue and pathology. Applications to five tu-
mor patients with variable tumor appearance demonstrated
that the procedure can handle large variation of tumor size,
interior texture, and locality. The method provides a good
quality of healthy tissue structures and of the pathology,
a requirement for surgical planning or even image-guided
surgery (see Figs. 4 and 6). Thus, it goes beyond previous
work that focuses on tumor segmentation only.

Currently, we are testing the validity of the segmentation
system in a validation study that compares resulting tumor
structures with repeated manual experts’ segmentations,
both within and between multiple experts.

In our future work, we will study the issue of deforma-
tion of normal anatomy in the presence of space-occupying
tumors. Within the range of tumors studied so far, the soft
boundaries of the statistical atlas (see Fig. 1) could handle

spatial deformation. However, we will develop a scheme for
high dimensional warping of multichannel probability data
to get a better match between atlas and deformed patient
images.
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